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The Problems We See…

✚ Awareness of accessibility is siloed to a small group of 
individuals (the A-COE) who are overwhelmed

✚ ‘Accessibility features’ are often skipped in our products 
because teams aren’t empowered with knowledge to 
make design/dev decisions on their own

✚ ‘Accessibility features’ often get cut because teams do 
not understand how universal design helps ALL users

✚ Accessibility is only considered on our public-facing 
products, not for the entire company



Our products, 
therefore, do not 
fulfill our mission to 
help all kids learn.



Additionally

✚ The A-COE volunteers their time to tackle or 
advise on accessibility issues

✚ This group is overwhelmed with requests for 
feedback and cannot serve entire organization

✚ Everyone else feels like someone else is handling 
it so they don’t need to



Why is this the case?

✚ While there is 101 training offered by the A-COE, it 
is volunteer-run and optional

✚ The learning curve to understanding accessible 
design feels daunting to staff

✚ There isn’t a clear learning path to understanding 
accessibility needs and solutions

✚ Staff is not empowered to discover accessibility 
issues and feel like there is not enough time

✚ Many people at NWEA do not have first-hand 
familiarity with disabilities and are not aware of 
the challenges or solutions



The solution to this is two-fold. 



ACCESSIBILITY 
CHAMPIONS PROGRAM EMPATHY LAB

A formalized program of 
empowering and incentivizing 
staff to learn about and 
advocate for accessibility 
issues and solutions. 

An internal and community-
facing tool for quickly 
conveying why accessible 
design is a universal need.



Accessibility
Champions Program



The Accessibility Champions 
program democratizes 
accessibility understanding 
throughout the company.

It is essential for building a 
culture where we design 
products for everyone.
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Three Stages of Accessibility Champion

Low barrier to entry

Goal: to be 30% of 
company

Swag, bragging 
rights, social events

Goal: at least one 
in every division of 
company/ product 
/ value stream 

Trainer, ambassador.

This person is 
dedicated solely to 
accessibility. 

May only be one to a 
few people.



Level 1 Champions Will…

✚ Tour the empathy lab at orientation (20 min)

✚ Complete specific training (videos, etc.) (20 min)

✚ Join accessibility questions Ring Central channel and 
commit to answering questions

✚ Potentially, additional tasks specific to your role (about 10 
min)

⎼ Product: audit your own product and log at least one 
accessibility bug. Commit to tracking and fixing that 
bug. 



Level 1 Brag and Swag

✚ Accessibility Champion t-shirt

✚ Accessibility Champion stickers

✚ Spotlight (callout) to manager on 
Paylocity

✚ Invited to Accessibility Champions-
only social events

✚ Digital badge to put on LinkedIn 
profile, Paylocity, email, and Ring 
Central



“People support what 
they create.”











Level 2 Champions Will…
✚ Pair with a Level 3 Champion for sponsorship

✚ Complete the NWEA accessibility training series

✚ Complete additional 3rd party training

✚ Potentially, complete additional training specific to your role

✚ Study our guidelines documentation and provide input

✚ Learn how to use a screenreader (JAWS, etc.)

✚ Home interview someone with an ‘invisible disability’

✚ Conduct an accessibility audit of a 3rd party software or website

✚ Volunteer five hours with an organization that works with people 
with disabilities

✚ Be the accessibility lead for the creation/addition of one item or 
component in the Design Component library



Level 2 Brag and Swag

✚ Everything from level 1 plus…

✚ Cash incentive

✚ Level 2 digital badge for LinkedIn, Paylocity, 
email and Ring Central

✚ Additional badges for each accessibility tool 
you learn

✚ Recognition sent to manager, their manager, 
etc. up to CEO

✚ 10% of your time is allocated to accessibility 
projects and you are given freedom to ‘drive’ 
initiatives in your product or department



Level 3 Champions Will…
✚ Sponsor Level 2 Champions

✚ ‘own’ the empathy lab. Be responsible for its upkeep

✚ Speak at conferences about accessibility. Be an ambassador for 
how NWEA is tackling this issue

✚ Inform accessible design strategy for all products and divisions 
across NWEA

✚ Learn ASL, braille, or another language used by those with 
disabilities to communicate

✚ Manage tickets submitted for disability issues and make sure 
they are finished

✚ Provide leadership in the accessibility community

✚ Host lunch and learn sessions and other social events for 
Champions

✚ Gain certification in accessibility (certification body TBD)



Level 3 Brag and Swag

✚ Everything from level 2 plus…

✚ Physical ‘badge’ for your desk for each 
language you’ve learned

✚ Accessibility Champion Level 3 hoodie 
or vest

✚ Job title change

✚ Given the freedom to drive accessibility 
initiatives across the company

✚ Conference and travel support budget





How do we engage 
Champions to ensure 
success? 



Give them tasks to do.

✚ Require participation in the RC Accessibility 
Questions channel

✚ Have them serve as preliminary UAT bodies for 
their product (does not replace real UAT!)

✚ Ensure that Champions work together on Global 
Engineering Day projects

✚ Ask them to contribute to Design Components, 
documentation, and guidelines for their division 
of the company or product



Make it competitive and social.

✚ Track performance of ticket posts and resolutions 
by individual and team

✚ Share shout-outs and spotlights publicly

✚ Post number of champions on each team and in 
each department on leaderboard

✚ Have Accessibility Champion-only social events and 
Lunch & Learn sessions

✚ Promote program in PR, marketing, and outreach

✚ Enrich and encourage the Champions community



Incentivize ongoing participation.

✚ Provide a clear path and bonuses for taking it 
to the next level

✚ Demonstrate a commitment to and education in 
accessibility at every level of the company

✚ Reward asking questions

✚ Give people opportunities to display swag and 
be proud

✚ Enrich and encourage the Champions 
community



Empathy Lab



The Empathy Lab is the 
public-facing component of 
our commitment to 
accessibility.

It is essential for quickly 
conveying why accessible 
design is a universal need.



SYMPATHY EMPATHY

Feeling sorrow or pity for 
another person’s distress 
without necessarily trying to 
understand what that person 
is experiencing.

Being able to perceive and 
understand how another 
person might be feeling in a 
given situation.



Empathy Lab

A fun, hands-on 
environment for 
learning about other 
people’s everyday 
experiences.



✚ Take a selfie using dictation on 
phones (and post to social media!)

✚ Use a braille typewriter to write 
your name, then hand to someone 
else to read it using braille

✚ Use vision impairment goggles to 
pick the correct color swatch

✚ Computer simulations of school 
with ADHD, dyslexia

✚ Use eye-gaze-tracker software to 
control a cursor

✚ Trace a star normally, then use a 
mirror to trace star

✚ Wear a tremors simulator and try 
to pick up a pea with a spoon

✚ Use a ‘switch’ to set a timer, then 
time yourself opening a jar with 
arthritis simulation gloves on

✚ Computer simulation of trying to 
complete a task while experiencing 
cognitive overload (we do this to 
our kids every test day!)

Potential Stations



Empathy Lab

✚ Requires someone to manage it (Level 3 
Champion)

✚ Provides a great field trip opportunity for 
local schools

✚ Provides a great outreach opportunity for 
local businesses interested in accessibility

✚ Demonstrates our thought leadership in 
this space

✚ Traveling lab can be taken to conferences, 
community events, etc.


